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SIMILARITY INVARIANTS OF ESSENTIALLY NORMAL COWEN-DOUGLAS
OPERATORS AND CHERN POLYNOMIALS
IN MEMORY OF R. G. DOUGLAS
CHUNLAN JIANG, KUI JI AND JINSONG WU
Abstract. In this paper, we systematically study a class of essentially normal operators by using the
geometry method from the Cowen-Douglas theory and prove a Brown-Douglas-Fillmore theorem in
the Cowen-Douglas theory. More precisely, the Chern polynomials and the second fundamental forms
are the similarity invariants (in the sense of Herrero) of this class of essentially normal operators.
1. Introduction
People have long sought to establish connections between operator theory on the one hand, and
geometry and algebraic topology on the other. The Brown-Douglas-Fillmore theory [4] and the Cowen-
Douglas operator theory [10] together provide a powerful suite of tools for building such connections.
The Brown-Douglas-Fillmore theorem states that any two essentially normal operators are unitarily
equivalent up to a compact perturbation (which is called essentially unitary equivalence) if and only
if their essential spectrums and Fredholm indexes are the same. In 1991, Berg and Davidson [5] give
a constructive proof of the Brown-Douglas-Fillmore theorem. The Brown-Douglas-Fillmore theorem
shows that the essentially unitary invaritants of an essentially normal operators are essential spectrums
and Fredholm indexes. It is highly nontrivial to obtain unitary (similarity) invariants of operators.
An alternative way is to study the closure of unitary (similarity) orbits. In general, the closure of
unitary orbit of a Hilbert space operator was completely determined by Hadwin [25]. The closure of
similarity orbit of a Hilbert space operator was “essentially” solved by Apostol, Herrero and Voiculescu
([3], Chapter 9 of [2]). The similarity orbit of a normal operator was characterized by Fialkow [21].
In 1986, Herrero [27] introduce (U + K)-orbits between unitary orbits and similarity orbits in which
the unitary operator is replaced by an invertible operator of the form “unitary operator + compact
operator”. Herrero [27] ask if we can find a simple characterization of the closure of (U + K)-orbit
of a Hilbert space operator. In 1993, Guinand and Marcoux [23, 24] completely characterized the
the closure of (U + K)-orbits of normal operators, compact operators and certain weighted shifts
respectively. In 1998, the first author and Wang [42] completely characterize the closure of (U + K)-
orbits of certain essentially normal operators. Inspired by Herrero’s (U + K)-equivalence and the
Brown-Douglas-Fillmore theorem, one could ask
Question 1.1. What are the (U +K)-invariants for essentially normal operators?
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We have not found any (partial) results to this question in any literature. Moreover, it is challenging
to characterize the (U +K)-orbits or invariants of arbitrary operators.
The Cowen-Douglas theory introduced geometry operators for a given open subset Ω ⊂ C and a
natural number n. These operators are called Cowen-Douglas operators over Ω with index n. (The
set of these operators is denoted by Bn(Ω).) Cowen and Douglas showed that each operator in Bn(Ω)
gives rise a rank n Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle over Ω. The curvature of the vector bundle
defines the curvature of the operator. It is an elegant and deep result that the unitary invariants of
Cowen-Douglas operators are their curvatures and their covariant partial derivatives. Based on their
results, it is natural to ask what the similarity invariants of Cowen-Douglas operators are. Cowen and
Douglas [10] conjectured that the Cowen-Douglas operators over the open unit disk with index one are
similar to each other if and only if the limit of the quotient of the two curvatures is one. The conjecture
turns out to be false by Clark and Misra [12, 13]. The failure of the conjecture leads mathematicians
to find similarity invariants for Cowen-Douglas operators with additional structures. In 2013, Douglas,
Kwon and Treil [16] studied the similarity of hypercontractions and backward Bergman shifts. Hou, Ji
and Kown [30] showed that the geometry invariant is good for similarity invariants. In 2017, the first
two authors, Keshari and Misra introduced and studied a class of Cowen-Douglas operators with flag
structures, denoted by FBn(Ω). Later, the first two authors and Misra [37] introduced and studied
a class Cowen-Douglas operators with a little more structures. In 2019, the first two authors and
Keshari [36] found that the curvatures and the second fundamental forms can completely characterize
the similarity invariant for a norm dense class of Cowen-Douglas operators denoted by CFBn(Ω).
Thanks to the Brown-Douglas-Fillmore theory and the Cowen-Douglas theory, problems in geom-
etry and algebraic topology can be approached using techniques from operator theory. Inspired by
this, Douglas, Tang and Yu [18] used operator-theoritic methods to prove an analytic Grothendieck-
Riemann-Roch theorem for certain spaces with singularities. In this paper, we proceed in the reverse
direction, using methods from complex geometry to find a complete set of invariants for the simi-
larity problem for essentially normal operators. Besides the curvature, the Chern polynomial is also
important in geometry. We partially answer Questions 1.1 for certain essentially normal Cowen-
Douglas operators. (The set of these operators is denoted by NCFBn(Ω).) We also show that the
set NCFBn(Ω) contains enough nontrivial operators (see Theorem 3.14). It is surprising for us to
find that the Chern polynomials and the second fundamental forms can completely characterize the
(U + K)-invariants for NCFBn(Ω) (see Theorem 4.8 and 5.1). This result is a version of the Brown-
Douglas-Fillmore theorem in the Cowen-Douglas theory. It is important to notice that the Chern
polynomials can not be taken as similarity invariants for CFBn(Ω). Our results show the Chern poly-
nomial can significantly simplify the (U +K)-invariants for NCFBn(Ω). It is also worth to point out
that the previous study on (U +K)-orbits requires that the spectrum of the operator has to be simply
connected. However, our results do not have assumption on the spectrum. In a word, our approach
offers a natural complement to that of Douglas, Tang and Yu [18].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the definition and some properties of Cowen-
Douglas operators and the subclasses FBn(Ω), CFBn(Ω) of Cowen-Douglas operators. In Section
3 we introduce the class NCFBn(Ω) of essentially normal Cowen-Douglas operators and study the
structures of the operators and present some examples. In Section 4 we obtain completely the (U +K)-
invariants of NCFBn(Ω). In Section 5 we obtain a complete set of unitary invariants of in NCFBn(Ω).
In Section 6 we suggest some further research on (U +K)-orbits and (U +K)-homogeneous.
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2. Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, we denote H by an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space, L(H) the
algebra of all bounded operators on H, K(H) the algebra of all compact operators on H, and A(H)
the Calkin algebra L(H)/K(H). Let Q : L(H)→ A(H) be the quotient map onto the Calkin algebra.
An operator T on H is essentially normal if Q(T ) is normal, i.e. T ∗T − TT ∗ ∈ K(H).
We are interested in the following equivalences of operators: for any T1, T2 ∈ L(H), we say
(1) T1 is unitarily equivalent to T2 if there is a unitary operator U ∈ L(H) such that T1U = UT2,
denoted by T1 ∼u T2;
(2) T1 is (U+K)-equivalent to T2 if there are a unitary operator U ∈ L(H) and a compact operator
K ∈ K(H) such that U+K is invertible and T1(U+K) = (U +K)T2, denoted by T1 ∼U+K T2;
(3) T1 is similar to T2 if there is an invertible operator S ∈ L(H) such that T1S = ST2, denoted
by T1 ∼s T2;
Remark 2.1. Suppose that T1, T2 ∈ L(H) are essentially unitary equivalent. Usually, we do not have
T1 ∼U+K T2. Suppose that {en}n≥0 is an orthogonal normal basis of H and T1 is the shift on H, i.e.
T1en = en+1, n ≥ 0 and T2 is a Bergman shift such that T2en =
√
n
n+ 1
en+1, n ≥ 0. Then T1−T2 is
a compact operator such that (T1 − T2)en = 1
n+ 1 +
√
n(n+ 1)
en+1 and T1 is not similar to T2. In
fact, if T1 ∼s T2, i.e. T1X = XT2 for some invertible operator X, we have that
〈Xen, en〉 =
√
n+ 1
n
〈XT2en−1, en〉 =
√
n+ 1
n
〈Xen−1, T ∗1 en〉 =
√
n+ 1
n
〈Xen−1, en−1〉,
i.e.
lim
n→∞
〈Xen, en〉 = lim
n→∞
√
n+ 1〈Xe0, e0〉 =∞.
We see that X is not bounded, which leads a contradiction and T1 is not similar to T2.
We now recall the setup for Cowen-Douglas operators (geometry operators) in the following. Let H
be a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space and Gr(n,H) the set of all n-dimensional subspaces
of H for any n ∈ N. Suppose Ω ⊂ C is an open bounded connected subset and n ∈ N. A map
t : Ω→ Gr(n,H) is a holomorphic curve if there exist n (point-wise linearly independent) holomorphic
functions γ1, γ2, · · · , γn on Ω taking values in H such that t(w) =
∨{γ1(w), · · · , γn(w)}, w ∈ Ω. Each
holomorphic curve t : Ω → Gr(n,H) gives rise to a rank n Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle Et
over Ω, namely,
Et = {(x,w) ∈ H × Ω | x ∈ t(w)} and π : Et → Ω, where π(x,w) = w.
The set {γ1 . . . , γn} of holomorphic functions is a holomorphic frame for t, denoted by γ. An operator
T acting on H is said to be a Cowen-Douglas operator with index n associated with an open bounded
subset Ω, if
(1) T − w is surjective,
(2) dim Ker (T − w) = n for all w ∈ Ω,
(3)
∨
w∈Ω
Ker (T − w) = H.
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The set of Cowen-Douglas operators is denoted by Bn(Ω).
Cowen and Douglas[10] showed that each operator T in Bn(Ω) gives also rise to a rank n Hermitian
holomorphic vector bundle ET over Ω,
ET = {(x,w) ∈ H × Ω | x ∈ Ker (T − w)} and π : ET → Ω where π(x,w) = w.
Two holomorphic curves t and t˜ are said to be
(1) unitarily equivalent (denoted by t ∼u t˜), if there exists a unitary operator U ∈ L(H) such that
U(w)t(w) = t˜(w), where U(w) := U |Et(w) is the restriction of the unitary operator U to the
fiber Et(w) = π
−1(w).
(2) similar (denoted by t ∼s t˜) if there exists an invertible operator X ∈ L(H) such that
X(w)t(w) = t˜(w), where X(w) := X|Et(w) is the restriction of X to the fiber Et(w). In
this case, we say that the vector bundles Et and Et˜ are similar.
For an open bounded connected subset Ω of C, a Cowen-Douglas operator T with index n induces
a non-constant holomorphic curve t : Ω→ Gr(n,H), namely, t(w) = Ker (T −w), w ∈ Ω and hence a
Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle Et (here vector bundle Et is same as ET ). Unitary and similarity
invariants for the operator T are obtained from the vector bundle ET .
The metric of the Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle ET with respect to a holomorphic frame γ
is given by the n× n matrix
hγ(w) = (〈γj(w), γk(w)〉)nk,j=1 , w ∈ Ω.
Note that {γ1(w), . . . , γn(w)} is linearly independent. The matrix hγ(w) is invertible. The curvature
of the Hermitian holomorphic vector bundle ET is
(2.1) ∂¯
(
h−1γ (w)∂hγ(w)
)
= − ∂
∂w
(
h−1γ (w)
∂
∂w
hγ(w)
)
dw ∧ dw¯,
where ∂ is the differential operator with respect to the complex variable w and ∂¯ is with respect to the
conjugation w¯. The curvature KT of the Cowen-Douglas operator T over Ω is given by the coefficient
of Equation (2.1):
KT (w) := − ∂
∂w
(
h−1γ (w)
∂
∂w
hγ(w)
)
.
The total Chern form of the holomorphic bundle ET is defined to be
CET = det
(
I +
i
2π
KT
)
.
The Chern polynomial CET (w) of ET with respect to a complex variable w is defined to be
CET (w) = det
(
I + w
i
2π
KT
)
.
Next, we will describe the structure of Cowen-Douglas operators in Bn(Ω).
Theorem 2.2 (Upper triangular representation theorem, [42]). Let T ∈ Bn(Ω). Then there exists an
orthogonal decomposition H = H1 ⊕ H2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Hn and operators T1,1, T2,2, · · · , Tn,n in B1(Ω) such
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that T has the following form
(2.2) T =

T1,1 T1,2 T1,3 ··· T1,n
0 T2,2 T2,3 ··· T2,n
...
...
...
...
...
0 ··· 0 Tn−1,n−1 Tn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 Tn,n
 .
Let {γ1, γ2, · · · , γn} be a holomorphic frame of ET with H =
∨{γj(w), w ∈ Ω, 1 ≤ j ≤ n}, and
tj : Ω → Gr(1,Hj) be a holomorphic frame of ETj,j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Then we can find certain relation
between {γj}nj=1 and {tj}nj=1 as the following equations:
(2.3)
γ1 = t1
γ2 = φ1,2(t2) + t2
γ3 = φ1,3(t3) + φ2,3(t3) + t3
· · · = · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
γj = φ1,j(tj) + · · ·+ φi,j(tj) + · · · + tj
· · · = · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
γn = φ1,n(tn) + · · ·+ φi,n(tn) + · · ·+ tn,
where φi,j, (i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n) are certain holomorphic bundle maps.
In the rest of the paper, we always assume that a Cowen-Douglas operator T ∈ Bn(Ω) has a
matrix form (Tk,j)
n
k,j=1 with respect to an orthogonal decomposition of the Hilbert space such that
the diagonals are in B1(Ω).
Recall that the commutant {T}′ of T on H is the set of operators in L(H) commuting with T . The
operator T is strongly irreducible if there is no non trivial idempotent in {T}′.
An operator T in L(H) is said to be strongly irreducible, if there is no non-trivial idempotent
operator in {T}′, where {T}′ denotes the commutant of T , i.e., {T}′ = {B∈L(H) : TB = BT}. It
is known that for any T ∈ B1(Ω), T is strongly irreducible. Every Cowen-Douglas operator can be
written as the direct sum of finitely many strongly irreducible Cowen-Douglas operators (see [42],
chapter 3). By the results in [44], the similarity of Cowen-Douglas operators can be reduced to the
similarity of strongly irreducible Cowen-Douglas operators.
Now, we recall some classes of Cowen-Douglas operators with additional structures.
Definition 2.3. Let FBn(Ω) ⊂ Bn(Ω) be the set of T ∈ Bn(Ω) on H = H1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Hn, having the
following form
T =

T1,1 T1,2 · · · T1,n
T2,2 · · · T2,n
. . .
...
Tn,n

such that
(1) Tj,j ∈ B1(Ω) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n;
(2) Tj,jTj,j+1 = Tj,j+1Tj+1,j+1 for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, i.e. Tj,j+1 intertwines Tj,j and Tj+1,j+1.
Definition 2.4. Let T1, T2 ∈ L(H). Then the Rosenblum operators τT1,T2 is the map from L(H) to
L(H) defined by:
τT1,T2(X) = T1X −XT2, X ∈ L(H).
If T1 = T2 = T , we let δT = τT,T .
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Definition 2.5 (Property (H)). Let T1, T2 ∈ L(H). The ordered pair (T1, T2) has the Property (H)
if the following condition holds: if there exists X ∈ L(H) such that
(1) T1X = XT2,
(2) X = T1Z − ZT2, for some Z ∈ L(H),
then X = 0.
Definition 2.6 (Definition 2.7 in [36]). Let CFBn(Ω) be the subset of operators T ∈ Bn(Ω) satisfies
the following properties:
(1) T can be written as an n× n upper-triangular matrix from with respect to a topological direct
decomposition of the Hilbert space and Diag T ∈ {T}′, where Diag T is the diagonal of T .
(2) For 1 ≤ k ≤ j ≤ n, Tk,j = Ck,jTk,k+1Tk+1,k+2 · · · Tj−1,j for some Ck,j ∈ {Tk,k}′ on Hk;
(3) The ordered pair (Tj,j, Tj+1,j+1), 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 satisfies the Property (H), that is,
Ker τTj,j ,Tj+1,j+1 ∩ Ran τTj,j ,Tj+1,j+1 = {0}, 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1.
Remark 2.7. According to 1.20 in [10], there exists a holomorphic function φk,j such that Ck,j =
φk,j(Tk,k) in Definition 2.6.
Lemma 2.8. [36] Let T ∈ CFBn(Ω). Then T is strongly irreducible if and only if Tj,j+1 6= 0 for any
j = 1, 2 · · · , n− 1.
In the end of this section, we recall some results for B1(Ω) and some technique lemmas.
Proposition 2.9 (Proposition 4.12 in [36]). Let T, T˜ ∈ B1(Ω). Then T ∼U+K T˜ if and only if there
exists X ∈ L(H) such that Q(X) = αQ(I), 0 < α < 1 and
KT (w) −KT˜ (w) =
∂2
∂w∂w
Ψ(w), Ψ(w) = ln
(‖X(t(w))‖2
‖t(w)‖2 + (1− α
2)
)
where t is a non zero section of ET .
Thoughout this paper, we denoted by σ(T ) the spectrum of an operator T ∈ L(H).
Lemma 2.10. [26] Let X,T ∈ L(H). If X ∈ Ker δT ∩ Ran δT , then σ(X) = {0}.
Lemma 2.11. Let X,T ∈ L(H). If Q(X) ∈ Ker δQ(T ) ∩ Ran δQ(T ), then σ(Q(X)) = {0}.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.10 directly. 
Let T ∈ FBn(Ω). For a 2×2 block
(
Ti,i Ti,i+1
0 Ti+1,i+1
)
, if Ti,iTi,i+1 = Ti,i+1Ti+1,i+1, the corresponding
second fundamental form θi,i+1, which is obtained by R. G. Douglas and G. Misra (see in [17]), is
(2.4) θi,i+1(T )(w) =
KTi,i(w) dw¯(‖Ti,i+1(ti+1(w))‖2
‖ti+1(w)‖2
−KTi,i(w)
)1/2 .
Let T, T˜ have upper-triangular representation as in (1.1) and assume that Ti,i, Ti+1,i+1 and T˜i,i, T˜i+1,i+1
have intertwines Ti,i+1 and T˜i,i+1, respectively. If KTi,i = KT˜i,i , then from (1.3) it is easy to see that
θi,i+1(T )(w) = θi,i+1(T˜ )(w)⇔ ‖Ti,i+1(ti+1(w))‖
2
‖ti+1(w)‖2 =
‖T˜i,i+1(t˜i+1(w))‖2
‖t˜i+1(w)‖2
.
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3. Essentially normal Cowen-Douglas Operators
In this section, we introduce certain essentially normal Cowen-Douglas operators and study their
basic properties.
Definition 3.1. Let EN be the set of all essentially normal operators on the Hilbert space H. For an
open subset Ω in C and n ∈ N, we define NCFBn(Ω) to be a subset of EN ∩ CFBn(Ω) subject to the
following condition: for any T ∈ NCFBn(Ω), there exist idempotents P1, . . . , Pn satisfying
n∑
j=1
Pj = I,
PkPj = 0, k 6= j and Q(Pj)∗ = Q(Pj) for j = 1, . . . , n such that T ∈ CFBn(Ω) with respect to the
topological direct decomposition Ran P1 ∔ · · ·∔ Ran Pn.
Remark 3.2. In Definition 2.6, the topological direct decomposition can be perturbed by an in-
vertible operator to an orthogonal decomposition. To study (U +K)-invariant, we require that the
topological direct decomposition can perturbed by a (U +K)-invertible operator to an orthogonal
decomposition. The additional condition in Definition 3.1 is to meet the requirement above (See the
following Proposition 3.3 for a proof).
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that H = H1 ∔H2 ∔ · · · ∔Hn is a topological direct decomposition of H
and there exist idempotents P1, P2, . . . , Pn such that
n∑
j=1
Pj = I, PkPj = 0, k 6= j where Ran Pj = Hj.
If there exists a compact operator Kj such that Pj =
(
IHj Kj
0 0
)
with respect to the Hilbert space
decomposition Hj ⊕H⊥j . Then there exist a unitary operator U and a compact operator K such that
U +K is invertible, Qj = (U +K)Pj(U +K)
−1 is an (orthogonal) projection, and I =
∑n
j=1Qj.
Proof. We assume that P1 has the matrix form with respect to the orthogonal decomposition H =
H1 ⊕H⊥1 as
P1 =
(
I P
(1)
1,2
0 0
)
H1
H⊥
1
,
where P
(1)
1,2 is a compact operator. Suppose K
(1)
1,2 = −P (1)1,2 , then we have that(
I P
(1)
1,2
0 0
)(
I K
(1)
1,2
0 I
)
=
(
I K
(1)
1,2
0 I
)(
I 0
0 0
)
.
Set U1 +K1 =
(
I K
(1)
1,2
0 I
)
and Q1 = (U1 +K1)P1(U1 +K1)
−1, then
I = Q1 ⊕ (U1 +K1)
 n∑
j=2
Pj
 (U1 +K1)−1.
Since (U1 + K1)
(
n∑
j=2
Pj
)
(U1 + K1)
−1 is a decomposition of IRan (I−Q1), repeating the argument
above for (U1 +K1)P2(U1 +K1)
−1, there exists U2 +K2 such that
(I ⊕ (U2 +K2))(0 ⊕ (U2 +K2)P2(U2 +K2)−1)(I ⊕ (U2 +K2)−1)
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is an orthogonal projection (denoted by Q2). Then we have that
I = Q1 ⊕Q2 ⊕ (I ⊕ (U2 +K2))(U1 +K1)
(
n∑
i=3
Pi
)
(U1 +K1)
−1(I ⊕ (U2 +K2)−1)
= (I ⊕ (U2 +K2))(U1 +K1)
(
n∑
i=1
Pi
)
(U1 +K1)
−1(I ⊕ (U2 +K2)−1)
By an inductive proof, we can find unitary operators Uj and compact operators Kj , j = 1, 2 · · · , n
such that
Q1⊕Q2⊕· · ·Qn = (I⊕I⊕· · · (Un+Kn)) · · · (U1+K1)
 n∑
j=1
Pj
 (U1+K1)−1 · · · (I⊕I⊕· · · (Un+Kn)−1).
This finishes the proof of this lemma.

For any topological direct decomposition of H, H = H1 ∔ H2 ∔ · · · ∔ Hn, if there exist n idem-
potents P1, P2, . . . , Pn such that
n∑
j=1
Pj = I, PkPj = 0, k 6= j and Ran Pj = Hj . Then we can
find a unitary operator U and a compact operator K such that U +K is invertible and {Qj}nj=1 ={
(U +K)Pj(U +K)
−1
}n
j=1
be a set of orthogonal projections with QkQj = 0, i 6= j. Furthermore,
H = (U +K)H1 ⊕ (U +K)H2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ (U +K)Hn,
where (U +K)Hj = Ran Qj.
3.1. Structure. We characterize the diagonals and off-diagonals of the operators in NCFBn(Ω) in
the following theorem:
Theorem 3.4. Let T ∈ NCFBn(Ω). Then we have that
(1) Tk,k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n are essentially normal;
(2) Tj,k are compact for 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n.
Proof. By the assumption that T is essentially normal, we haveQ(T )Q(T ∗) = Q(T ∗)Q(T ). Expanding
it in the matrix form, we obtain that
(3.1)
Q(T1,1) Q(T1,2) ··· Q(T1,n)Q(T2,2) ··· Q(T2,n). . . ...
Q(Tn,n)


Q(T ∗1,1)
Q(T ∗1,2) Q(T
∗
2,2)
...
...
. . .
Q(T ∗1,n) Q(T
∗
2,n) ··· Q(T
∗
n,n)

=

Q(T ∗1,1)
Q(T ∗1,2) Q(T
∗
2,2)
...
...
. . .
Q(T ∗1,n) Q(T
∗
2,n) ··· Q(T
∗
n,n)

Q(T1,1) Q(T1,2) ··· Q(T1,n)Q(T2,2) ··· Q(T2,n). . . ...
Q(Tn,n)
 .
Recall that T ∈ CFBn(Ω), we see that
Tk,kTk,j = Tk,jTj,j, 1 ≤ k < j ≤ n,
and
Q(Tk,k)Q(Tk,j) = Q(Tk,j)Q(Tj,j), 1 ≤ k < j ≤ n.
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Without loss of generality, we can assume that
Tk,j = Tk,k+1Tk+1,k+2 · · ·Tj−1,j, 1 ≤ k < j ≤ n.
By Equation (3.1), we have that
Q(T ∗1,n)Q(T1,1) = Q(Tn,n)Q(T ∗1,n),
and
Q(T ∗1,n)Q(T1,2) +Q(T ∗2,n)Q(T2,2) = Q(Tn,n)Q(T ∗2,n).
Thus, we have that
Q(T ∗1,n)Q(T1,2)Q(T2,n) +Q(T ∗2,n)Q(T2,2)Q(T2,n) = Q(Tn,n)Q(T ∗2,n)Q(T2,n),
Q(T ∗1,n)Q(T1,n) +Q(T ∗2,n)Q(T2,n)Q(Tn,n) = Q(Tn,n)Q(T ∗2,n)Q(T2,n).
This indicates that
Q(T ∗1,n)Q(T1,n) = Q(Tn,n)Q(T ∗2,n)Q(T2,n)−Q(T ∗2,n)Q(T2,n)Q(Tn,n).
On the other hand, since Q(T ∗1,n)Q(T1,1) = Q(Tn,n)Q(T ∗1,n), we have that
Q(T ∗1,n)Q(T1,n)Q(Tn,n) = Q(Tn,n)Q(T ∗1,n)Q(T1,n).
That means Q(T ∗1,n)Q(T1,n) ∈ Ker δQ(Tn,n) ∩ Ran δQ(Tn,n). By Lemma 2.11, we have that
σ
(Q(T ∗1,n)Q(T1,n)) = {0}.
Since Q(T ∗1,n)Q(T1,n) is positive, it follows that Q(T ∗1,n)Q(T1,n) = 0. Hence Q(T1,n) = 0, i.e. T1,n is a
compact operator.
Now Equation (3.1) becomes:
(3.2)
Q(T1,1) Q(T1,2) ··· 0Q(T2,2) ··· Q(T2,n). . . ...
Q(Tn,n)


Q(T ∗1,1)
Q(T ∗1,2) Q(T
∗
2,2)
...
...
. . .
0 Q(T ∗2,n) ··· Q(T
∗
n,n)

=

Q(T ∗1,1)
Q(T ∗1,2) Q(T
∗
2,2)
...
...
. . .
0 Q(T ∗2,n) ··· Q(T
∗
n,n)

Q(T1,1) Q(T1,2) ··· 0Q(T2,2) ··· Q(T2,n). . . ...
Q(Tn,n)
 .
By comparing the (n, 2), (n, 3)-entries in Equation (3.2), we have that
Q(T ∗2,n)Q(T2,2) = Q(Tn,n)Q(T ∗2,n),
and
Q(T ∗2,n)Q(T2,3) +Q(T ∗3,n)Q(T3,3) = Q(Tn,n)Q(T ∗3,n).
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Repeating the same argument above, we also have that Q(T2,n) = 0, i.e. T2,n is a compact operator.
Similarly, we can obtain that Q(Tk,n) = 0, k < n. It follows that Equation (3.2) becomes:
Q(T1,1) Q(T1,2) ··· Q(T1,n−1) 0
Q(T2,2) ··· Q(T2,n−1) 0
. . .
. . .
...
Q(Tn−1,n−1) 0
Q(Tn,n)


Q(T ∗1,1)
Q(T ∗1,2) Q(T
∗
2,2)
...
...
. . .
Q(T ∗1,n−1) ··· ··· Q(T
∗
n−1,n−1)
0 0 0 0 Q(T ∗n,n)

=

Q(T ∗1,1)
Q(T ∗1,2) Q(T
∗
2,2)
...
...
. . .
Q(T ∗1,n−1) ··· ··· Q(T
∗
n−1,n−1)
0 0 0 0 Q(T ∗n,n)


Q(T1,1) Q(T1,2) ··· Q(T1,n−1) 0
Q(T2,2) ··· Q(T2,n−1) 0
. . .
. . .
...
Q(Tn−1,n−1) 0
Q(Tn,n)
 .
Then we could focus on the (n− 1)× (n− 1)-matrix forms:
(3.3)
Q(T1,1) Q(T1,2) ··· Q(T1,n−1)Q(T2,2) ··· Q(T2,n−1). . . ...
Q(Tn−1,n−1)


Q(T ∗1,1)
Q(T ∗1,2) Q(T
∗
2,2)
...
...
. . .
Q(T ∗1,n−1) Q(T
∗
2,n−1) ··· Q(T
∗
n−1,n−1)

=

Q(T ∗1,1)
Q(T ∗1,2) Q(T
∗
2,2)
...
...
. . .
Q(T ∗1,n−1) Q(T
∗
2,n−1) ··· Q(T
∗
n−1,n−1)

Q(T1,1) Q(T1,2) ··· Q(T1,n−1)Q(T2,2) ··· Q(T2,n−1). . . ...
Q(Tn−1,n−1)
 .
Notice that when n = 2, the conclusions holds by the same argument. Thus, by the inductive proof,
we have that Q(Tk,j) = 0, for any j > k. This finishes the proof of statement (1). Furthermore, we
have that
Q(T ) =
Q(T1,1) Q(T2,2) . . .
Q(Tn,n)
 .
Thus, Q(T )Q(T ∗) = Q(T ∗)Q(T ) implies that Q(Tk,k)Q(T ∗k,k) = Q(T ∗k,k)Q(Tk,k), 1 ≤ k ≤ n. This
finishes the proof of statement (2).

3.2. Examples. In this subsection, we show that there exists a strongly irreducible operator in
NCFBn(Ω) for any simply connected open subset Ω ⊂ C.
Let dµ denote the normalized Lebesgue area measure on the unit disk D. For any λ > −1, the
weighted Bergman space A2λ is the space of analytic functions on D which are square-integrable with
respect to the measure dµλ = (λ+ 1)(1− |z|2)λdµ(z) (See [45] for more details on weighted Bergman
spaces). Let K(z, w) =
1
(1− zw)λ be its positive definite kernel.
Proposition 3.5. Let T be a homogenous operator in B1(D). Then T ∈ NCFB1(D).
Proof. Let T ∈ B1(D) be a homogenous operator. Then there exists λ > 0 and shifts Mz on A2λ
such that T ∼u M∗z . By a direct computation, there exist rank-one operators K0 and K1 such that
MzM
∗
z = I −K0,M∗zMz = I −K1. That means M∗z is essentially normal. Since T ∼u M∗z , then T is
also essentially normal. 
Definition 3.6. Let T1, T2 ∈ B1(Ω). We call T1 ≺ T2 if Ker τT1,T2 6= {0}, and Ker τT2,T1 = {0}.
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Proposition 3.7. [59] The relation “≺” is a strictly partially ordered relation for the operators in
B1(Ω).
Lemma 3.8. [36] Let Tj, j = 1, 2 be the adjoint of the multiplication operator M
(λj)
z acting on A2λj .
Then T1 ≺ T2 if and only if λ1 < λ2.
Lemma 3.9. [36] Let Tk = M
(λk)∗
z , k = 1, 2 be the adjoint of the multiplication operator M
(λk)
z on
A
2
λk
. If λ2 − λ1 < 2, then (T1, T2) satisfies Property (H).
Proof. Suppose that there exists an non-zero operator Y such that T1Y = Y T2 and Y = T1X −XT2.
Notice that
T1 =

0
√
1
λ1
0 · · · 0 · · ·
0
√
2
λ1+1
· · · 0 · · ·
. . .
. . .
... · · ·
0
√
k
k+λ1−1
· · ·
0
. . .
. . .

, T2 =

0
√
1
λ2
0 · · · 0 · · ·
0
√
2
λ2+1
· · · 0 · · ·
. . .
. . .
... · · ·
0
√
k
k+λ2−1
· · ·
0
. . .
. . .

.
By Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.3 in [37], we know that lim
k→∞
xk,k+1 =∞ in the case of λ2 − λ1 < 2.

Theorem 3.10. Suppose that Ω is simply connected. Then there exists T ∈ NCFBn(Ω) such that
(1) T is strongly irreducible;
(2) σ(T ) = Ω, ρF (T ) ∩ σ(T ) = Ω;
(3) ind(w − T ) = n,w ∈ Ω,
where ρF (T ) denotes the Fredholm domain of T and ind(T ) is the Fredholm index of T . In particular,
NCFBn(Ω) 6= ∅.
Proof. First, we assume that Ω = D. Let Tk,k = M
(λk)∗
z , 1 ≤ k ≤ n acting on A2λk in Lemma 3.8,
and 0 < λk+1 − λk < 2, 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1. It is well known that Tk,k is a backward shift operator with
weighted sequence
{(
n
n+ λk − 1
) 1
2
}∞
n=1
. We define Tk,k+1, 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1 to be
Tk,k+1(e
(k+1)
n ) =
n∏
j=1
(
j
j + λk+1 − 1
) 1
2
n∏
j=1
(
j
j + λk − 1
)1
2
e(k)n ,
where {e(k)n }∞n=1 be an orthogonal normal basis of the Hilbert space A2λk . Let
Tk,j = Tk,k+1Tk+1,k+2 · · · Tj−1,j, j > k,
and Tk,j = 0, j < k. Then by a directly computation, we can see that
Tk,kTk,k+1 = Tk,k+1Tk+1,k+1, Tk,kTk,j = Tk,jTj+1,j+1, k < j.
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By Lemma 3.9, we can see that (Tk,k, Tj,j) satisfy the Property (H), for any k < j. Thus, we can see
that T ∈ CFBn(D). Notice that each Tk,k+1 is non-zero. By Lemma 2.8, T is a strongly irreducible
operator.
Notice that Tk,kT
∗
k,k = IHk − K(k)1 , and T ∗k,kTk,k = IHk − K(k)2 , where K(k)1 and K(k)2 are both
rank-one operators, we can see that each Tk,k is essentially normal operator. Since
lim
n→∞
n∏
j=1
(
j
j+λk+1−1
) 1
2
n∏
j=1
(
j
j+λk−1
) 1
2
= 0, when λk < λk+1,
then each Tk,k+1 is compact operator. Thus each Tk,j is also compact. We can see that T ∈
NCFBn(D).
For simply connected region Ω ⊂ C, by Riemann mapping theorem, there exists an analytic function
f : Ω→ D such that f is one-to-one and f(z0) = 0, f ′(z0) > 0 for some z0 ∈ Ω. By a similar argument,
we can see that when one replace f(T ) instead of T in the previous proceed, the same conclusion is
also valid. In fact, let T ∈ NCFBn(D) defined above. Then we have that
f(T ) =

f(T1,1) f ′(T1,1)T1,2 f1,3(f(T1,1))T1,2T2,3 ··· f1,n(f(T1,1))T1,2···Tn−1,n
0 f(T2,2) f ′(T2,2)T2,3 ··· f2,n(f(T2,2))T2,3···Tn−1,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 f(Tn−1,n−1) f ′(Tn−1,n−1)Tn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 f(Tn,n)
 ,
where fk,j ∈ H∞(Ω). Since T is essentially normal, that means Q(T )Q(T ∗) = Q(T ∗)Q(T ). It follows
that
Q(f(T ))Q(f∗(T )) = Q(f∗(T ))Q(f(T )).
Thus, f(T ) is also essentially normal. Since each Tk,j, k < j is a compact operator, then we have
that fk,j(f(Tk,k)Tk,k+1 · · · Tj−1,j is also a compact operator. Since T ∈ NCFBn(D), then it is easy to
see that the condition (2) in Definition 2.6 is also satisfied. Thus, we only need to prove that f(T )
satisfies the Property (H) when 0 < λk+1 − λk < 2.
Without loss of generality, we only prove that if f(T1,1)Y = Y f(T2,2) and Y = f(T1,1)X−Xf(T2,2),
then Y = 0. Suppose that f(z) =
∞∑
k=0
akz
k and a0 = 0. In fact, if a0 6= 0, then we can consider
f(T1,1)− a0I and f(T2,2)− a0I. Thus, we can assume that
(3.4) f(T1,1) =

0 a1,2 a1,3 · · · a1,k · · ·
0 a2,3 · · · a2,k · · ·
. . .
. . .
... · · ·
0 ak−1,k · · ·
0
. . .
. . .

, f(T2,2) =

0 b1,2 b1,3 · · · b1,k · · ·
0 b2,3 · · · b2,k · · ·
. . .
. . .
... · · ·
0 bk−1,k · · ·
0
. . .
. . .

,
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where ak,k+1 = a1
√
k
k+λ1−1
and bk,k+1 = a1
√
k
k+λ2−1
. By Lemma 4.3, we have that
xk+1,k =
n
k∏
i=1
bi,i+1
k+1∏
i=1
ai,i+1
=
n
k∏
i=1
a1
√
i
i+λ2−1
k+1∏
i=1
a1
√
i
i+λ1−1
.
By Lemma 3.9 and Lemma 4.3 in [37], we know that lim
k→∞
xk,k+1 =∞. Thus, Y = 0. 
3.3. (U + K)-Orbits. In [36], the first two authors and Keshari prove that CFBn(Ω) is norm dense
in Bn(Ω). Since it is quite difficult to describe (U +K)-orbit of an arbitrary operator, we would be
interested in obtain a similar result for essentially normal operators. But by the results in [42] and
Theorem 3.10, we see that the set NCFBn(Ω) contains many nontrivial operators.
Definition 3.11. Suppose Ω is simply connected. Let An(Ω) denote the class of operators S, each of
which satisfies that
(1) S is essentially normal;
(2) σ(S) = Ω, ρF (S) ∩ σ(S) = Ω,
(3) ind(S − w) = n,w ∈ Ω, dim Ker (S − w) = 0, w ∈ Ω.
Remark 3.12. By the definition of the Cowen-Douglas operator, it is clear that EN ∩Bn(Ω) ⊂ An(Ω).
Proposition 3.13. [42] Suppose Ω is simply connected. Let S ∈ An(Ω). Then the closure of (U +K)-
orbits of S consists of all operators A satisfying
(1) A is essentially normal;
(2) σ(A) = Ω, ρF (A) ∩ σ(A) = Ω,
(3) ind(w −A) = n,w ∈ Ω,
where ρF (A) denotes the Fredholm domain of A.
Theorem 3.14. Suppose that Ω is simply connected and T is essentially normal. If
(1) σ(T ) = Ω, ρF (T ) ∩ σ(A) = Ω,
(2) ind(w − T ) = n,w ∈ Ω,
then T ∈ NCFBn(Ω).
Proof. It is directly from Theorem 3.10 and Proposition 3.13. 
4. Similarity Invariants
In this section, we will study the similarity invariants of the class NCFBn(Ω) of essentially normal
Cowen-Douglas operators. We begin with some technique lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. Let T = (Tj,k)
n
j,k=1, T˜ = (T˜j,k)
n
j,k=1 ∈ NCFBn(Ω). If Tj,j = T˜j,j, Tj,j+1 = T˜j,j+1, then
there exists K ∈ K(H) such that X = I +K is invertible and XT = T˜X.
Proof. To find K, we need to solve the equation
(4.1) (I +K)T = T˜ (I +K).
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Set X := I +K, where
K =

0 K1,2 K1,3 ··· K1,n
0 0 K2,3 ··· K2,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 0 Kn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 0
 .
From Equation (4.1), we have
1 K1,2 K1,3 ··· K1,n
0 1 K2,3 ··· K2,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 1 Kn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 1


T1,1 T1,2 T1,3 ··· T1,n
0 T2,2 T2,3 ··· T2,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 Tn−1,n−1 Tn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 Tn,n

=

T1,1 T1,2 T˜1,3 ··· T˜1,n
0 T2,2 T2,3 ··· T˜2,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 Tn−1,n−1 Tn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 Tn,n


1 K1,2 K1,3 ··· K1,n
0 1 K2,3 ··· K2,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 1 Kn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 1
 .(4.2)
To find Kj,k for 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n, we need the following steps.
Step I. For 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, by equating the (j, j + 1) entry of Equation (4.2), we have
Tj,j+1 +Kj,j+1Tj+1,j+1 = Tj,jKj,j+1 + Tj,j+1,
i.e. Kj,j+1Tj+1,j+1 = Tj,jKj,j+1.
For 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 2, by comparing (j, j + 2) entry of Equation (4.2), we have
Tj,j+2 +Kj,j+1Tj+1,j+2 +Kj,j+2Tj+2,j+2 = Tj,jKj,j+2 + Tj,j+1Kj+1,j+2 + T˜j,j+2.(4.3)
We assume that
Kj,j+2Tj+2,j+2 = Tj,jKj,j+2, 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 2.(4.4)
Then
Tj,j+2 +Kj,j+1Tj+1,j+2 = Tj,j+1Kj+1,j+2 + T˜j,j+2.(4.5)
By the definition of T and T˜ , we have
Cj,j+2Tj,j+1Tj+1,j+2 +Kj,j+1Tj+1,j+2 = Tj,j+1Kj+1,j+2 + C˜j,j+2Tj,j+1Tj+1,j+2.(4.6)
Let Kj,j+1 = C
(1)
j,j+1Tj,j+1, where C
(1)
j,j+1 ∈ {Tj,j}′. Then we may assume that Kj,j+1 = C˜j,j+2Tj,j+1 −
Cj,j+2Tj,j+1+Tj,j+1C
(1)
j+1,j+2. We also assume that Kn−1,n = Tn−1,n, i.e. C
(1)
n−1,n = 1 and we will solve
for Kj,j+2 in the next step.
Step II. By comparing (j, j + 3)-entry of Equation (4.2), we get
(4.7)
Tj,j+3 +Kj,j+1Tj+1,j+3 +Kj,j+2Tj+2,j+3 +Kj,j+3Tj+3,j+3
=Tj,jKj,j+3 + Tj,j+1Kj+1,j+3 + T˜j,j+2Kj+2,j+3 + T˜j,j+3.
We assume that
Tj,jKj,j+3 = Kj,j+3Tj+3,j+3, 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 3,(4.8)
then from Equation (4.7) we have
(4.9)
Tj,j+3 +Kj,j+1Tj+1,j+3 +Kj,j+2Ti+2,i+3
=Ti,i+1Ki+1,i+3 + T˜i,i+2Ki+2,i+3 + T˜j,j+3.
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Assume that Kj,j+2 = C
(2)
j,j+2Tj,j+1Tj+1,j+2, where C
(2)
j,j+2 ∈ {Tj,j}′. By using the argument in Step
I., we can solve for Kj,j+2 and assume that Kn−2,n = Tn−2,n−1Tn−1,n.
Iterating the arguments in Step II., we can solve for Kj,k, 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n and it is clear that Kj,k
are compact. 
Lemma 4.2. [42] Let T ∈ B1(Ω). For any a0 ∈ Ω, there exists an orthogonal normal basis {en}∞n=0
of H and r > 0 such that T admits the upper-triangular matrix representation
(4.10) T =

a0 a1,2 a1,3 · · · a1,k · · ·
a0 a2,3 · · · a2,k · · ·
. . .
. . .
... · · ·
a0 ak−1,k · · ·
a0
. . .
. . .

with respect to {en}∞n=0 and |ak−1,k| > r, for all k = 2, 3, · · · .
Lemma 4.3. Let T1 and T2 ∈ B1(Ω). Suppose T1 and T2 admit the following upper-triangular matrix
representation mentioned in Lemma 4.2,
(4.11) T1 =

0 a1,2 a1,3 · · · a1,k · · ·
0 a2,3 · · · a2,k · · ·
. . .
. . .
... · · ·
0 ak−1,k · · ·
0
. . .
. . .

, T2 =

0 b1,2 b1,3 · · · b1,k · · ·
0 b2,3 · · · b2,k · · ·
. . .
. . .
... · · ·
0 bk−1,k · · ·
0
. . .
. . .

.
Suppose X,Y ∈ L(H) and admit the matrix representation X = (xk,j)∞k,j=0, Y = (yk,j)∞k,j=0, yk,j =
0, k > j. If T1Y = Y T2 and Y = T1X −XT2 both hold, then
(4.12) xk+1,k =
n
k∏
ℓ=1
bℓ,ℓ+1
k+1∏
ℓ=1
aℓ,ℓ+1
.
Proof. Since T1Y = Y T2 and Y = (yk,j), yk,j = 0, k > j. Then we have that yk,k =
k∏
ℓ=1
bℓ,ℓ+1
k∏
ℓ=1
aℓ,ℓ+1
y1,1. Since
T1X −XT2 = Y , then we have that xk,j = 0, k − j > 1, and
a1,2x2,1 = y1,1, a2,3x3,2 − x2,1b1,2 = y2,2, · · · , ak,k+1xk+1,k − xk,k−1bk−1,k = yk,k, · · · .
It follows that xk+1,k =
n
k∏
l=1
bl,l+1
k+1∏
l=1
al,l+1
. 
Lemma 4.4. Let T ∈ NCFBn(Ω). Then we have that Ker τTj,j ,Tℓ,ℓ = {0}, j > ℓ.
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Proof. By Lemma 4.2, without loss of generality, we assume that 0 ∈ Ω and there exists {ek}∞k=1 be
an orthogonal normal basis of H such that Tℓ,ℓ and Tj,j have the following the matrix representations
according to {ek}∞k=1.
(4.13) Tℓ,ℓ =

0 aℓ1,2 a
ℓ
1,3 ··· a
ℓ
1,k ···
0 aℓ2,3 ··· a
ℓ
2,k ···
. . .
. . .
... ···
0 aℓ
k−1,k ···
0
. . .
. . .

, Tj,j =

0 aj1,2 a
j
1,3 ··· a
j
1,k ···
0 aj2,3 ··· a
j
2,k ···
. . .
. . .
... ···
0 aj
k−1,k ···
0
. . .
. . .

.
Furthermore, |aℓk,k+1| > r and |ajk,k+1| > r for some r > 0 and any k > 2.
Since Tℓ,ℓTℓ,j = Tℓ,jTj,j, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ j − 1, by comparing the elements in the matrix on both sides of
the equation, we have that
Ti,j =

t1,1 t1,2 · · · t1,k · · ·
t2,2 · · · t2,k · · ·
. . .
... · · ·
tk,k
. . .
. . .

,
where tk,k =
k∏
l=1
aj
l,l+1
k∏
l=1
aℓ
l,l+1
t1,1. Without loss of generality, assume that t1,1 6= 0. By Theorem 3.4, each
operator Ti,j is a compact operator. Thus, we can assume that
lim
k→∞
tk,k = lim
k→∞
k∏
l=1
ajl,l+1
k∏
l=1
aℓl,l+1
t1,1 = 0.
Now assume there exists a bounded operator Y such that Tj,jY = Y Tℓ,ℓ, then by a similar computation,
we have that
Y =

y1,1 y1,2 · · · y1,k · · ·
y2,2 · · · y2,k · · ·
. . .
... · · ·
yk,k
. . .
. . .

,
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where yk,k =
k∏
l=1
aℓ
l,l+1
k∏
l=1
aj
l,l+1
y1,1. Thus, we have that lim
k→∞
yk,k = ∞. This means y1,1 = 0 and also yk,k =
0, 1 ≤ k. Then we have that
0 aj1,2 a
j
1,3 ··· a
j
1,k ···
0 aj2,3 ··· a
j
2,k ···
. . .
. . .
... ···
0 aj
k−1,k ···
0
. . .
. . .


0 y1,2 · · · y1,k · · ·
0 · · · y2,k · · ·
. . .
... · · ·
0
. . .
. . .

=

0 y1,2 · · · y1,k · · ·
0 · · · y2,k · · ·
. . .
... · · ·
0
. . .
. . .


0 aℓ1,2 a
ℓ
1,3 ··· a
ℓ
1,k ···
0 aℓ2,3 ··· a
ℓ
2,k ···
. . .
. . .
... ···
0 aℓ
k−1,k ···
0
. . .
. . .

.
By comparing the coefficients of matrices in both sides, we have that
y2,3 = y1,2
aℓ2,3
aj1,2
, y3,4 = y2,3
aℓ3,4
aj2,3
, · · · , yk,k+1 = yk−1,k
aℓk,k+1
ajk−1,k
.
Thus, yk,k+1 =
k−1∏
l=1
aℓl,l+1
k−1∏
l=1
ajl,l+1
(
aℓk,k+1
aℓ1,2
)
y1,2. Since lim
k→∞
k−1∏
l=1
aℓ
l,l+1
k−1∏
l=1
aj
l,l+1
= 0 and |aℓk,k+1| > r > 0. It follows that
y1,2 = 0. Thus, we have that yk,k+1 = 0, for any k > 0.
By an inductive proof, we can assume that yk,k+k′ = 0, k
′ < s, k = 1, 2 · · · . By a similar argument,
we have that
yk,k+s =
k−1∏
l=1
aℓl,l+1
k−1∏
l=1
ajl,l+1

s∏
m=1
aik,k+m
s∏
m=1
aℓm,m+1
 y1,1+s.
Then we also have that y1,1+s = 0 and yk,k+s = 0, k ≥ 1. That means Y = 0. Thus, Ker τTj,j ,Tℓ,ℓ =
{0}. 
Proposition 4.5. Let T, T˜ ∈ NCFBn(Ω). Suppose that X ∈ L(H) is invertible such that XT = T˜X.
Then X and X−1 are upper triangular.
Proof. Let X be the invertible operator which intertwines T and T˜ . Set Y = X−1 and X =
(Xi,j)
n
i,j=1, Y = (Yi,j)
n
i,j=1. Suppose that
(4.14)
 X1,1 X1,2 ··· X1,nX2,1 X2,2 ··· X2,n... ... . . . ...
Xn,1 Xn,2 ··· Xn,n
 T1,1 T1,2 ··· T1,nT2,2 ··· T2,n. . . ...
Tn,n
 =

T˜1,1 T˜1,2 ··· T˜1,n
T˜2,2 ··· T˜2,n
. . .
...
T˜n,n

 X1,1 X1,2 ··· X1,nX2,1 X2,2 ··· X2,n... ... . . . ...
Xn,1 Xn,2 ··· Xn,n
 ,
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(4.15)
 T1,1 T1,2 ··· T1,nT2,2 ··· T2,n. . . ...
Tn,n
 Y1,1 Y1,2 ··· Y1,nY2,1 Y2,2 ··· Y2,n... ... . . . ...
Yn,1 Yn,2 ··· Yn,n
 =
 Y1,1 Y1,2 ··· Y1,nY2,1 Y2,2 ··· Y2,n... ... . . . ...
Yn,1 Yn,2 ··· Yn,n


T˜1,1 T˜1,2 ··· T˜1,n
T˜2,2 ··· T˜2,n
. . .
...
T˜n,n
 .
By Equations (4.14) and (4.15), we have that
Xn,1T1,1 = T˜n,nXn,1, Tn,nYn,1 = Yn,1T˜1,1.
Then we have that Xn,1T1,nYn,1 ∈ Ker τT˜n,n,T˜1,1 = {0}. Since T1,1T1,n = T1,nTn,n, then we know that
T1,n have dense range. Furthermore, since Xn,1 and Yn,1 intertwine two operators in B1(Ω), we know
Xn,1 and Yn,1 are zero operators or the operators with dense range. Thus, we can see that Xn,1 = 0
or Yn,1 = 0. Now assume that Xn,1 = 0, Yn,1 6= 0, then we have that Ker τTn,n,T˜1,1 6= {0}. Since
Ker τT2,2,Tn,n 6= {0}, Ker τTn,n,T2,2 = {0} and Ker τT˜1,1,T˜n,n 6= {0}, Ker τT˜n,n,T˜1,1 = {0}, by a similar
argument, we have that
(4.16) Ker τT˜n,n,T2,2 = {0}.
Since Xn,1 = 0, then we have that
(4.17)
X1,1 X1,2 ··· X1,nX2,1 X2,2 ··· X2,n... ... . . . ...
0 Xn,2 ··· Xn,n
 T1,1 T1,2 ··· T1,nT2,2 ··· T2,n. . . ...
Tn,n
 =

T˜1,1 T˜1,2 ··· T˜1,n
T˜2,2 ··· T˜2,n
. . .
...
T˜n,n

X1,1 X1,2 ··· X1,nX2,1 X2,2 ··· X2,n... ... . . . ...
0 Xn,2 ··· Xn,n
 .
Thus, we have that Xn,2T2,2 = T˜n,nXn,2. By Equation (4.16), Xn,2 = 0. Going to the next step, we
will also have Xn,i = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. However, this is impossible since X is invertible. Thus, we will
have Yn,1 = 0. On the other hand, we can also prove that the assumption Xn,1 6= 0, Yn,1 = 0 does not
hold. By a direction calculation,
Xn,1 = Yn,1 = 0.
Thus, we have
X1,1 X1,2 ··· X1,nX2,1 X2,2 ··· X2,n... ... . . . ...
0 Xn,2 ··· Xn,n
 T1,1 T1,2 ··· T1,nT2,2 ··· T2,n. . . ...
Tn,n
 =

T˜1,1 T˜1,2 ··· T˜1,n
T˜2,2 ··· T˜2,n
. . .
...
T˜n,n

X1,1 X1,2 ··· X1,nX2,1 X2,2 ··· X2,n... ... . . . ...
0 Xn,2 ··· Xn,n
 ,
and  T1,1 T1,2 ··· T1,nT2,2 ··· T2,n. . . ...
Tn,n
 Y1,1 Y1,2 ··· Y1,nY2,1 Y2,2 ··· Y2,n... ... . . . ...
0 Yn,2 ··· Yn,n
 =
 Y1,1 Y1,2 ··· Y1,nY2,1 Y2,2 ··· Y2,n... ... . . . ...
0 Yn,2 ··· Yn,n


T˜1,1 T˜1,2 ··· T˜1,n
T˜2,2 ··· T˜2,n
. . .
...
T˜n,n
 .
Thus, we have that Xn,2T2,2 = T˜n,nXn,2, Yn,2T˜2,2 = Tn,nYn,2. By a proof similar to the proof mentioned
above, we can also see that the statements Xn,2 = 0, Yn,2 6= 0 and Xn,2 6= 0, Yn,2 = 0 both can not
hold. Thus, we also have that Xn,2 = Yn,2 = 0. Keep doing this, we will have that
Xn,1 = Xn,2 = · · · = Xn,n−1 = Yn,1 = Yn,2 = · · · = Yn,n−1 = 0.
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Thus, Xn,nTn,n = T˜n,nXn,n, Tn,nYn,n = Yn,nT˜n,n. Since Xn,n and Yn,n are both non-zero operators,
we know that Tn,n ∼ T˜n,n. Thus, we have that X1,1 X1,2 ··· X1,n−1X2,1 X2,2 ··· X2,n−1... ... . . . ...
Xn−1,1 Xn−1,2 ··· Xn−1,n−1
 T1,1 T1,2 ··· T1,n−1T2,2 ··· T2,n−1. . . ...
Tn−1,n−1

=

T˜1,1 T˜1,2 ··· T˜1,n−1
T˜2,2 ··· T˜2,n−1
. . .
...
T˜n−1,n−1

 X1,1 X1,2 ··· X1,n−1X2,1 X2,2 ··· X2,n−1... ... . . . ...
Xn−1,1 Xn−1,2 ··· Xn−1,n−1
 ,
and  T1,1 T1,2 ··· T1,n−1T2,2 ··· T2,n−1. . . ...
Tn−1,n−1
 Y1,1 Y1,2 ··· Y1,n−1Y2,1 Y2,2 ··· Y2,n−1... ... . . . ...
Yn−1,1 Yn−1,2 ··· Yn−1,n−1

=
 Y1,1 Y1,2 ··· Y1,n−1Y2,1 Y2,2 ··· Y2,n−1... ... . . . ...
Yn−1,1 Yn−1,2 ··· Yn−1,n−1


T˜1,1 T˜1,2 ··· T˜1,n−1
T˜2,2 ··· T˜2,n−1
. . .
...
T˜n−1,n−1
 .
Repeating this inductive proof, we can show that Xk,j = Yk,j = 0, whenever k > j. This finishes the
proof of this lemma. 
Lemma 4.6. Let T, T˜ ∈ NCFBn(Ω). Suppose that T ∼U+K T˜ and T = (Tj,k)nj,k=1, T˜ = (T˜j,k)nj,k=1.
Then there exists a diagonal unitary operator U and a compact upper triangular operator K such that
T˜ (U +K) = (U +K)T.
Proof. Since T ∼U+K T˜ , there exists an invertible operator X ∈ L(H) such that XT = T˜X and X
is a sum of a unitary operator and a compact operator. Then Q(X) is unitary in the Calkin algebra
A(H). By Proposition 4.5, X is upper-triangular operator, i.e.
X =

X1,1 X1,2 X1,3 ··· X1,n
0 X2,2 X2,3 ··· X2,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 Xn−1,n−1 Xn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 Xn,n
 .
It is then clear that Xj,j intertwines Tj,j and T˜j,j and Xj,j are invertible. Notice that each Q(Xj,j) is
invertible and Q(X) is unitary in A(H), we have that Q(X)Q(X∗) = Q(X∗)Q(X) = I, i.e.Q(X1,1) Q(X1,2) ··· Q(X1,n)Q(X2,2) ··· Q(X2,n). . . ...
Q(Xn,n)


Q(X∗1,1)
Q(X∗1,2) Q(X
∗
2,2)
...
...
. . .
Q(X∗1,n) Q(X
∗
2,n) ··· Q(X
∗
n,n)
 = I.
It follows that Q(X1,n)Q(X∗n,n) = 0. Since Q(X∗n,n) is invertible, then we have Q(X1,n) = 0. Thus,
we will have that Q(X1,n−1)Q(Xn−1,n−1) = 0, and then Q(X1,n−1) = 0. Repeating this arguments,
we will have that Q(Xi,j) = 0, i < j. That means Q(X) is a diagonal matrix and Q(Xi,i)Q(Ti,i) =
Q(T˜j,j)Q(Xj,jT˜ ). Let Uj be the polar part of the polar decomposition of Xj,j. Then
Q(Xj,j) = Q (Uj |Xj,j|) = Q(Uj)Q(X∗j,jXj,j)1/2 = Q(Uj),
Let U be a diagonal matrix whose (j, j)-entry is Uj and K = X − U . Then U is unitary and K is
compact and the proof is complete. 
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Lemma 4.7. Let T, T˜ ∈ CFBn(Ω). Suppose X ∈ L(H) is invertible and XT˜ = TX. We assume that
T = (Tj,k)
n
j,k=1, T˜ = (T˜j,k)
n
j,k=1, and X = (Xj,k)
n
j,k=1 are upper triangular. Then

X1,1 0 0 ··· 0
0 X2,2 0 ··· 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 ··· 0 Xn−1,n−1 0
0 ··· ··· 0 Xn,n


T˜1,1 T˜1,2 0 ··· 0
0 T˜2,2 T˜2,3 ··· 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 ··· 0 T˜n−1,n−1 Tn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 T˜n,n

=

T1,1 T1,2 0 ··· 0
0 T2,2 T2,3 ··· 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 ··· 0 Tn−1,n−1 Tn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 Tn,n


X1,1 0 0 ··· 0
0 X2,2 0 ··· 0
...
...
...
...
...
0 ··· 0 Xn−1,n−1 0
0 ··· ··· 0 Xn,n
 .
Proof. By equating the entries of XT˜ = TX, we get
Xj,jT˜j,j = Tj,jXj,j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Let Y := XDiag (X−1). Then
Y =

I X1,2X
−1
2,2 X1,3X
−1
3,3 ··· X1,nX
−1
n,n
0 I X2,3X
−1
3,3 ··· X2,nX
−1
n,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 I Xn−1,nX
−1
n,n
0 ··· ··· 0 I
 .
From T = XT˜X−1, we get
TY = TXDiag (X−1) = XT˜Diag (X−1) = YDiag (X)T˜Diag (X−1),
which is equivalent to
(4.18)

T1,1 T1,2 T1,3 ··· T1,n
0 T2,2 T2,3 ··· T2,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 Tn−1,n−1 Tn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 Tn,n


I X1,2X
−1
2,2 X1,3X
−1
3,3 ··· X1,nX
−1
n,n
0 I X2,3X
−1
3,3 ··· X2,nX
−1
n,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 I Xn−1,nX
−1
n,n
0 ··· ··· 0 I

=

I X1,2X
−1
2,2 X1,3X
−1
3,3 ··· X1,nX
−1
n,n
0 I X2,3X
−1
3,3 ··· X2,nX
−1
n,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 I Xn−1,nX
−1
n,n
0 ··· ··· 0 I


T1,1 X1,1T˜1,2X
−1
2,2 ··· ··· X1,1T˜1,nX
−1
n,n
0 T2,2 X2,2T˜2,3X
−1
3,3 ··· X2,2T˜2,nX
−1
n,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 0 ··· 0 Tn,n
 .
Comparing the (j, j + 1)-entries of Equation (4.18), we obtain that
Tj,j+1 + Tj,jXj,j+1X
−1
j+1,j+1 = Xj,j+1X
−1
j+1,j+1Tj+1,j+1 +Xj,jT˜j,j+1X
−1
j+1,j+1.
i.e.
Tj,j+1 −Xj,jT˜j,j+1X−1j+1,j+1 = Xj,j+1X−1j+1,j+1Tj+1,j+1 − Tj,jXj,j+1X−1j+1,j+1,(4.19)
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denoted by Yj,j+1. Then we consider
Tj,jYj,j+1 = Tj,j(Tj,j+1 −Xj,jT˜j,j+1X−1j+1,j+1)
=Tj,j+1Tj+1,j+1 −Xj,jT˜j,jT˜j,j+1X−1j+1,j+1
=Tj,j+1Tj+1,j+1 −Xj,jT˜j,j+1T˜j+1,j+1X−1j+1,j+1
=Tj,j+1Tj+1,j+1 −Xj,jT˜j,j+1X−1j+1,j+1Tj+1,j+1
=(Tj,j+1 −Xj,jT˜j,j+1X−1j+1,j+1)Tj+1,j+1
=Yj,j+1Tj+1,j+1,
i.e. Yj,j+1 ∈ Ker τTj,j ,Tj+1,j+1 ∩ Ran τTj,j ,Tj+1,j+1 . Recall that T satisfies the Property (H), we see
Yj,j+1 = 0, i.e.
Tj,j+1 = Xj,jT˜j,j+1X
−1
j+1,j+1, 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1.
Finally, we have the following matrix equation:
X1,1 0 0 ··· 0
0 X2,2 0 ··· 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 Xn−1,n−1 0
0 ··· ··· 0 Xn,n


T˜1,1 T˜1,2 0 ··· 0
0 T˜2,2 T˜2,3 ··· 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 T˜n−1,n−1 0
0 ··· ··· 0 T˜n,n

=

T1,1 T1,2 0 ··· 0
0 T2,2 T2,3 ··· 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 Tn−1,n−1 0
0 ··· ··· 0 Tn,n


X1,1 0 0 ··· 0
0 X2,2 0 ··· 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 Xn−1,n−1 0
0 ··· ··· 0 Xn,n
 .

Theorem 4.8. Let T, T˜ ∈ NCFBn(Ω). Then T ∼U+K T˜ if and only if the following statements hold:
(1) Cλ(EdiagT )(w) = det[(I +
iλ
2πKEdiagT˜ (w)) ⊕A(w)], for any w ∈ Ω, λ ∈ C;
(2)
φj
φj+1
θj,j+1(T ) = θj,j+1(T˜ ), for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1,
where A(w) =
n⊕
j=1
∂2
∂w∂w
iλ
2π ln(φj(w)),and φj(w) are functions appeared in Proposition 2.9.
Remark 4.9. In the main theorem above, when A(w) = 0, w ∈ Ω, then the equation in statement
(1) turns out to be
Cλ(EdiagT )(w) = Cλ(EdiagT˜ )(w).
In this case, T ∼u T˜ . (See in Theorem 5.1)
In the following, we give the proof of Theorem 4.8.
Proof. We assume that 0 ∈ Ω. Suppose that Cλ(EdiagT ) = det
[(
I + iλ2πKEdiagT˜ (w)
)
⊕A(w)
]
for any
w ∈ Ω, λ ∈ C. By the definition, we obtain that
n∏
j=1
(
1 + λ
i
2π
KTj,j (w)
)
=
n∏
j=1
(
1− λ i
2π
∂2
∂w∂w
ln(φj(w)‖t˜j(w)‖2)
)
,
where t˜j is a nonzero section of bundle ET˜j,j , and φj(w) =
∥∥Xj(t˜j(w))∥∥2
‖t˜j(w)‖2
+(1−α2j ) (See in Proposition
2.9). By the fundamental theorem of algebra, there exists a permutation Ξ on {1, 2, · · · , n} such that
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for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n, we have
KTj,j (w) = −
∂2
∂w∂w
ln
(
φΞ(j)(w)‖t˜Ξ(j)(w)‖2
)
.
Note that
KTj,j = −
∂2
∂w∂w
ln
(
φΞ(j)(w)‖t˜Ξ(j)(w)‖2
)
= − ∂
2
∂w∂w
lnφΞ(j)(w)−
∂2
∂w∂w
ln(‖t˜Ξ(j)(w)‖2)
= − ∂
2
∂w∂w
lnφΞ(j)(w) +KT˜Ξ(j),Ξ(j)
,
i.e. K
T˜Ξ(j),Ξ(j)
−KTj,j =
∂2
∂w∂w
lnφΞ(j)(w). By Lemma 2.9, we have that Tj ∼U+K T˜Ξ(j),Ξ(j), i.e. there
exist invertible operators Yj = Uj +Kj such that Uj are unitary, Kj are compact and
(Uj +Kj)T˜Ξ(j),Ξ(j) = Tj(Uj +Kj), 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Now we will prove that Ξ(j) = j, 1 ≤ j ≤ n. We assume that Ξ(n) < n. Since (Un+Kn)T˜Ξ(n),Ξ(n) =
Tn,n(Un +Kn), then we have that
(Un +Kn)T˜Ξ(n),Ξ(n)T˜Ξ(n),n = Tn,n(Un +Kn)T˜Ξ(n),n,
(Un +Kn)T˜Ξ(n),nT˜n,n = Tn,n(Un +Kn)T˜Ξ(n),n.
Notice that
(UΞ−1(n) +KΞ−1(n))T˜n,n = TΞ−1(n),Ξ−1(n)(UΞ−1(n) +KΞ−1(n)),
and Ξ−1(n) < n (Recall Ξ(n) < n). Then we have that
(Un +Kn)T˜Ξ(n),nT˜n,n(UΞ−1(n) +KΞ−1(n))
−1 = Tn,n(Un +Kn)T˜Ξ(n),n(UΞ−1(n) +KΞ−1(n))
−1.
It follows that
(Un +Kn)T˜Ξ(n),n(UΞ−1(n) +KΞ−1(n))
−1TΞ−1(n),Ξ−1(n) = Tn,n(Un +Kn)T˜Ξ(n),n(UΞ−1(n) +KΞ−1(n))
−1.
Thus,
(Un +Kn)T˜Ξ(n),n(UΞ−1(n) +KΞ−1(n))
−1 ∈ Ker τTn,n,TΞ−1(n),Ξ−1(n) .
Since Ξ−1(n) < n, by Lemma 4.4, we know that Ker τTn,n,TΞ−1(n),Ξ−1(n) = {0}. Thus we have that
T˜Ξ(n),n = 0. This is a contradiction and Ξ(n) = n. Iterating the process, we can obtain that Ξ(j) = j
for 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Moreover
Tj,j = (Uj +Kj)T˜j,j(Uj +Kj)
−1, j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Let T = Y −1TY , where Y is a diagonal matrix whose (j, j) entry is Yj = Uj +Kj . The operator
T has the following form:
T =

T˜1,1 Y
−1
1 T1,2Y2 ··· ··· Y
−1
1 T1,nYn
0 T˜2,2 Y
−1
2 T2,3Y3 ··· Y
−1
2 T2,nYn
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 0 ··· T˜n−1,n−1 Y
−1
n−1Tn−1,nYn
0 0 ··· 0 T˜n,n
 .
It is clear that T ∼U+K T .
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We define operators A,B ∈ L(H) by using matrices:
A :=

T˜1,1 Y
−1
1 T1,2Y2 0 ··· 0
0 T˜2,2 Y
−1
2 T2,3Y3 0 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 0 ··· T˜n−1,n−1 Y
−1
n−1Tn−1,nYn
0 0 ··· 0 T˜n,n
 ,
and
B :=

T˜1,1 T˜1,2 0 ··· 0
0 T˜2,2 T˜2,3 0 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 0 ··· T˜n−1,n−1 T˜n−1,n
0 0 ··· 0 T˜n,n
 .
It is easy to see that
θj,j+1(T ) = θj,j+1(A), θj,j+1(T˜ ) = θj,j+1(B), 1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1.
We claim that A is unitarily equivalent to B. In fact, by Theorem 3.6 in [34], we only need to
prove the second fundamental forms of A and B are same. Clearly Y −1j+1(ti+1(·)) is a non zero section
of ET˜j+1,j+1 ,
θj,j+1(A)(w) =
‖Y −1j Tj,j+1Yj+1Y −1j+1(ti+1(w))‖2
‖Y −1j+1(ti+1(w))‖2
=
‖Y −1j Ti,i+1(ti+1(w))‖2
‖Y −1j+1(ti+1(w))‖2
and
θj,j+1(B)(w) =
‖T˜j,j+1Y −1j+1(tj+1(w))‖2
‖Y −1j+1(tj+1(w))‖2
.
Since
φj(w) =
‖Y −1j (tj(w))‖2
‖tj(w)‖2 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n,
and the condition (2) is satisfied, we then have
θj,j+1(B) = θj,j+1(T˜ )
=
φj(w)
φj+1(w)
θj,j+1(T )
=
‖Y −1j (Tj,j+1(tj+1(w)))‖2
‖Tj,j+1(ti+1(w))‖2
‖tj+1(w)‖2
‖Y −1j+1(tj+1(w))‖2
‖Tj,j+1(tj+1(w))‖2
‖tj+1(w)‖2
=
‖Y −1j Tj,j+1(tj+1(w))‖2
‖Y −1j+1(tj+1(w))‖2
= θj,j+1(A).
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Hence there exists a diagonal unitary operator V whose (j, j)-entry is denoted by Vj such that V
∗BV =
A. Consider
V Y −1TY V ∗ = V TV ∗
=

T˜1,1 T˜1,2 V1Y
−1
1
T1,3Y3V
∗
3 V1Y
−1
1
T1,4Y4V
∗
4 ··· V1Y
−1
1
T1,nYnV
∗
n
0 T˜2,2 T˜2,3 V2X2T2,4X4V
∗
4 ··· V2Y
−1
2 T2,nYnV
∗
n
0 0 T˜3,3 T˜3,4 ··· V3Y
−1
3
T3,nYnV
∗
n
...
...
...
. . .
. . .
...
0 0 ··· T˜n−2,n−2 T˜n−2,n−1 Vn−2Y
−1
n−2
Tn−2,nYnV
∗
n
0 0 0 ··· T˜n−1,n−1 T˜n−1,n
0 0 0 ··· 0 T˜n,n

.
By Lemma 4.1, there exists K˜ ∈ K(H) such that I + K˜ is invertible and
(I + K˜)V Y −1TY V ∗(I + K˜)−1 = T˜ .
Thus T ∼U+K T˜ .
On the other hand, suppose that T ∼U+K T˜ . Then there is a unitary operator U and compact
operator K such that T (U + K) = (U + K)T˜ . By Proposition 4.5, U + K is upper triangular. By
Lemma 4.6, we can assume that
U +K =

U1,1+K1,1 K1,2 K1,3 ··· K1,n
0 U2,2+K2,2 K2,3 ··· K2,n
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 Un−1,n−1+Kn−1,n−1 Kn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 Un,n+Kn,n
 ,
where U = Diag {U1,1, U2,2, · · · , Un,n},K = (Kℓ,j)n×n,Kℓ,j = 0, ℓ > j.
By Lemma 4.7, we have
T1,1 T1,2 0 ··· 0
0 T2,2 T2,3 ··· 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 Tn−1,n−1 Tn−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 Tn,n


U1,1+K1,1 0 0 ··· 0
0 U2,2+K2,2 0 ··· 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 Un−1,n−1+Kn−1,n−1 0
0 ··· ··· 0 Un,n+Kn,n

=

U1,1+K1,1 0 0 ··· 0
0 U2,2+K2,2 0 ··· 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 Un−1,n−1+Kn−1,n−1 0
0 ··· ··· 0 Un,n+Kn,n


T˜1,1 T˜1,2 0 ··· 0
0 T˜2,2 T˜2,3 ··· 0
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
...
0 ··· 0 T˜n−1,n−1 T˜n−1,n
0 ··· ··· 0 T˜n,n
 .
It follows that
Tj,j(Uj,j +Kj,j) = (Uj,j +Kj,j)T˜j,j, (Uj,j +Kj,j)Tj,j+1 = T˜j,j+1(Uj+1,j+1 +Kj+1,j+1).
Furthermore, Uj,j +Kj,j is invertible and Uj,j is a unitary operator and Kj,j is a compact operator.
Let
φj(w) :=
‖(Uj,j +Kj,j)−1(tj(w))‖2
‖tj(w)‖2 , 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
Following the same argument as in the sufficient part and from Proposition 2.9, we can conclude
that
KTj,j −KT˜j,j =
∂2
∂w∂w
ln(φj).
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Thus, we have that
Cλ(EDiag T ) =det
(
I − i λ
2π
Φ
)
=det
[(
I +
iλ
2π
KE
diagT˜
(w)
)
⊕A(w)
]
,
where Φ(w) =
n⊕
j=1
∂2
∂w∂w
ln
(
φj(w)‖t˜j(w)‖2)
)
, t˜j is a non zero section of bundle ET˜j,j . Furthermore,
φj
φj+1
θj,j+1(T ) =
‖(Uj +Kj)Tj,j+1(tj+1)‖2
‖(Uj+1 +Kj+1)(tj+1)‖2 =
‖T˜j,j+1(Uj+1 +Kj+1)(tj+1)‖2
‖(Uj+1 +Kj+1)(tj+1)‖2 = θj,j+1(T˜ ).
This finishes the proof of the necessary part. 
5. Unitary Invariants
In this section, we completely determined the unitary invariants of this class NCFBn(Ω) of essen-
tially normal Cowen-Douglas operators.
Theorem 5.1. Let T, T˜ ∈ NCFBn(Ω). Suppose that Tℓ,j = φℓ,j(Tℓ,i)Tℓ,ℓ+1Tℓ+1,ℓ+2 · · ·Tj−1,j and
T˜ℓ,j = φ˜ℓ,j(T˜ℓ,ℓ)T˜ℓ,ℓ+1T˜ℓ+1,ℓ+2 · · · T˜j−1,j Then T ∼u T˜ if and only if the following statements hold:
(1) Cλ(EDiag T ) = Cλ(EDiag T˜ ) ;
(2) θℓ,j(T ) = θℓ,j(T˜ ),
(3) φℓ,j = φ˜ℓ,j, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ j ≤ n.
Proof. Suppose T ∼u T˜ in NCFBn(Ω), i.e. there is a unitary operator U such that UT = T˜U . By
Theorem 3.5 in [34], such an intertwining unitary must be diagonal, that is, U = U1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Un, for
some choice of n unitary operators U1, . . . , Un.
Since UℓTℓ = T˜ℓUℓ, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n, and UℓTℓ,j = T˜ℓ,jUj , 1 ≤ ℓ < j ≤ n. In particular, UℓTℓ,ℓ+1 =
T˜ℓ,ℓ+1Uℓ+1, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n−1. Suppose that there exists a holomorphic function φℓ such that Uℓ(tℓ) = φℓt˜ℓ.
Then we have that
UℓTℓ,ℓ+1(tℓ+1) =Uℓ(tℓ) = φℓt˜ℓ
=T˜ℓ,ℓ+1Uℓ+1(tℓ+1)
=φℓ+1t˜ℓ.
Thus, we have φℓ = φℓ+1. We then set φ := φℓ, ℓ = 1, 2 · · · , n. That means
Uℓ(tℓ(w)) = φ(w)t˜ℓ(w), 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n,w ∈ Ω,(5.1)
where φ is some non zero holomorphic function. Thus
KTℓ = KT˜ℓ and
‖tℓ+1(w)‖
‖t˜ℓ+1(w)‖
=
‖tℓ(w)‖
‖t˜ℓ(w)‖
, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n− 1.
or
KTℓ = KT˜ℓ and θℓ−1,ℓ(T ) = θ˜ℓ−1,ℓ(T˜ ) 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n.
It follows that Cλ(EDiag T ) = Cλ(EDiag T˜ ).
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On the other hand, we have that Tℓ,j(tj) = φℓ,jtℓ and Tℓ,j(t˜j) = φ˜ℓ,j t˜ℓ. By the equations UℓTℓ,j =
T˜ℓ,jUj , 1 ≤ ℓ < j ≤ n− 1, we have that
φℓ,j = φ˜ℓ,j , 1 ≤ ℓ < j ≤ n
Since
‖tℓ+1‖
‖t˜ℓ+1‖
= ‖tℓ‖
‖t˜ℓ‖
, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n− 1, we also have that
‖tj‖
‖t˜j‖
=
‖tℓ‖
‖t˜ℓ‖
, 1 ≤ ℓ < j ≤ n.
Since φℓ,j = φ˜ℓ,j, then it follows that
θℓ,j(T ) =
‖Tℓ,j(tj)‖
‖tj‖ =
‖φℓ,jtℓ‖
‖tj‖ =
‖φ˜ℓ,j t˜ℓ‖
‖t˜j‖
=
‖T˜ℓ,j(t˜j)‖
‖t˜j‖
= θ˜ℓ,j(T˜ ), 1 ≤ ℓ < j ≤ n.
This finishes the proof of the necessary part.
Conversely assume that T and T˜ are operators in NCFBn(Ω) for which these invariants are the
same. Since Cλ(EDiag T ) = Cλ(EDiag T˜ ), then we have that
n∏
k=1
(
1 + λ
i
2π
KTk,k
)
=
n∏
k=1
(
1 + λ
i
2π
KT˜k,k
)
.
Thus, there exists a permutation Ξ on {1, 2, · · · , n} such that
KTℓ,ℓ = KT˜Ξ(ℓ),Ξ(ℓ) , 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n.
That means there exist unitary operators Uℓ such that
UℓT˜Ξ(ℓ),Ξ(ℓ) = TℓUℓ, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n.
Now we will prove that Ξ(ℓ) = ℓ, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n. Otherwise, without loss of generality, we can assume
that Ξ(n) < n. In fact, if Ξ(n) = n, we can assume Ξ(n − 1) < n − 1. Since UnT˜Ξ(n),Ξ(n) = Tn,nUn,
then we have that
UnT˜Ξ(n),Ξ(n)T˜Ξ(n),n =TnUnT˜Ξ(n),n
UnT˜Ξ(n),nT˜n,n =Tn,nUnT˜Ξ(n),n.
Notice that
UΞ−1(n)T˜n,n = TΞ−1(n),Ξ−1(n)UΞ−1(n),
and Ξ−1(n) < n (Recall Ξ(n) < n). Then we have that
UnT˜Ξ(n),nT˜n,nU
∗
Ξ−1(n) = Tn,nUnT˜Ξ(n),nU
∗
Ξ−1(n).
It follows that
UnT˜Ξ(n),nU
∗
Ξ−1(n)TΞ−1(n),Ξ−1(n) = Tn,nUnT˜Ξ(n),nU
∗
Ξ−1(n).
Thus, UnT˜Ξ(n),nU
∗
Ξ−1(n) ∈ Ker τTn,n,TΞ−1(n),Ξ−1(n) . Since Ξ−1(n) < n, by Lemma 4.4, we know that
Ker τTn,n,TΞ−1(n),Ξ−1(n) = {0}. Thus we have that T˜Ξ(n),n = 0. This is a contradiction. So we have
that Ξ(ℓ) = ℓ, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n, and
Tℓ,ℓ = UℓT˜ℓ,ℓU
∗
ℓ , KTℓ,ℓ = KT˜ℓ,ℓ ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , n.
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Equality of the two curvatures KTℓ = KT˜ℓ together with the equality of the second fundamental
forms
‖tℓ+1‖
‖t˜ℓ+1‖
= ‖tℓ‖
‖t˜ℓ‖
, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n− 1 implies that there exist a non-zero holomorphic function φ defined
on Ω (if necessary, one may choose a domain Ω0 ⊆ Ω such that φ is non zero on Ω0) such that
‖tℓ(w)‖ = |φ(w)| ‖t˜ℓ(w)‖, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n.
For 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n, we define Uℓ : Hℓ → H˜ℓ by the formula
Uℓ(tℓ(w)) = φ(w)t˜ℓ(w), w ∈ Ω.
and extend to the linear span of these vectors. For 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n,
‖Uℓ(ti(w))‖ = ‖φ(w)t˜ℓ(w)‖
= |φ(w)|‖t˜ℓ(w)‖
= ‖tℓ(w)‖.
Thus each Uℓ extends to an isometry from Hℓ to H˜ℓ. Since Uℓ is isometric and UℓTℓ = T˜ℓUℓ. Let Ω0
be arbitrary open connected subset of Ω. Since
∨
w∈Ω0
{t˜ℓ(w)} = Hℓ, then we can see each Uℓ is unitary.
By a direct computation, we can see that UℓTℓ,ℓ+1 = T˜ℓ,ℓ+1Uℓ+1 for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n − 1 also. For any
w ∈ Ω and 0 ≤ ℓ < j ≤ n− 2 with j − ℓ ≥ 2, we have
Uℓ(Tℓ,j(tj(w))) = Uℓ(φℓ,j(w)tℓ(w)) = φℓ,j(w)φ(w)t˜ℓ(w) = φ˜ℓ,j(w)φ(w)t˜ℓ(w) = T˜ℓ,j(Uj(tj(w)))
which implies that
UℓTℓ,j = T˜ℓ,jUj.
Hence setting U = U1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Un, we see that U is unitary and UT = T˜U . This completes the proof
of the Theorem. 
6. Summary and Further Research
In Section 3, it is critical to find an operator in NCFBn(Ω) (Theorem 3.10) to show that NCFBn(Ω)
contains many nontrivial operators when Ω is simply connected. It is natural to ask the following
questions:
1. Can we construct an operator in NCFBn(Ω) when Ω is connected?
2. Can we generalize Proposition 3.13 to the case Ω is (2-)connected?
In 1984, Misra [50] introduced homogeneous operators. An operator T ∈ L(H) is homogeneous
if σ(T ) ⊂ D and φα(T ) is unitarily equivalent to T for all M’´obius transformation φα; Misra also
introduce homogeneous for similarity. An operator T ∈ L(H) is weakly homogeneous if σ(T ) ⊂ D and
φα(T ) is similar to T for all M’´obius transformation φα; In the framework of Herrero, we introduce
(U +K)-homogeneous between homogeneous and weakly homogeneous.
Definition 6.1. An operator T ∈ L(H) with ‖T‖ ≤ 1 is (U +K)-homogenous if there exists a unitary
operator Uα and a compact operator Kα such that Uα +Kα is invertible and
(Uα +Kα)T = φα(T )(Uα +Kα), α ∈ D.
for all Mo¨bius transformation φα of the unit disk.
In [50], Misra showed that an operator T ∈ B1(Ω) with ‖T‖ ≤ 1 is homogeneous if and only if its
curvature is −λ(1− |w|2)−2 for some positive number λ.
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Question 6.2. Can we give a simple characterization of (U +K)-homogeneous operators?
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